[Practice of large scale mammography in the Ariana area of Tunisia: prelude to a mass screening?].
To study and analyse the results of breast cancer mammography screening program in the Ariana state and to try to determinate its feasibility and reproducibility on a broader scale. A pilot study on the mammography feasibility of screening with large scales was initiated, by Family and Population National Office, in September 2003. The duration of the study was fixed at 5 years. The adopted protocol takes account of epidemiologic and socialcultural specificities of Tunisian environment that is in the selection and in the mode of recruitment of the target population as well as in the choice of the adopted radiological protocol. 8244 women were screened in the first round. The majority of sensitized women was recruited in residence and in the reproductive and health centers. Nevertheless, recruitment in residence was proved to be heavy, not very effective and no reproducible in a broader scale. The participation rate was weak (9.6%). The channels of sensitizing used made it possible to touch in manner more important the "young" women (Middle Age 48.6 years). The absence of radiologist on the spot involved the recall of 18.1% of the women for which a complementary assessment was necessary, has to contribute to increase the stress among certain women and to increase the average time of reading which was, in this case, 61.7 days. The majority of the women profited from the double reading of the tests (99.4%). On the whole 50 women presented a cancer including 40 detected by the program and 10 interval cancers. This study has permitted to study the feasibility of mammography study. Except the topic of the cost, the two hand conditions of his feasibility binds in the systematic invitation of the women as well as in the wider uses of sensitization and information ways of the population.